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Fuel consumption (in l/100 km) urban 14.2 · extra urban 7.5 · combined 9.9; CO2 emissions 230 g/km
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s consultants we do a lot of

nies and in many service sectors has become

However, if we ask the people in offices how

traveling. When I look out of

an equally important focus of our consultancy.

their work could be better organized and pro-

the hotel window in the morn-

For only when intelligent solutions streamline

ceed to analyze it together with them, we

ing in Shanghai, São Paulo, or

the work and lead to excellent results in all of

generally arrive rather quickly at necessary

New York, I often ask myself

its departments can a company be well po-

changes that can be put successfully into prac-

questions like “What will the

sitioned overall—and consequently outstrip

tice and that make everyone involved more sat-

work actually look like for the people stream-

its competitors.

ing into the entrances of those office towers?

What will these men and women be producing

We therefore want to understand how

for the products or services and therefore de-

today? What will they create from the flow of

knowledge workers achieve their daily targets.

termine the success of the company. This is

data in their computers? What will they have

We want to find out what unnecessary obsta-

how competitive advantage arises.

accomplished when they go home in the eve-

cles prevent them from accomplishing their

ning? And how satisfied will they be with that?”

tasks smoothly. And we seek ways to bring

As to the details of how we work—whether in

out their individual skills more effectively. Just

factories or administrative offices—we have

If I were standing at the gate of a factory dur-

like in production at Porsche, the interplay of

once again gathered examples from very dif-

ing shift change, it would be easier to answer

everyone involved is a crucial component here

ferent clients. I would be pleased if, while leaf-

these questions. At Porsche, for example, I

too—from the planning to the end result.

ing through this issue of the magazine, you

results are visible. Figures such as the number

Astonishingly, even the top management per-

you too with new ideas.

of units make performance both transparent

sonnel of many companies have far too little

and comparable with mathematical precision.

concrete knowledge about the efficiency and

would know that the people had built cars. The
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isfied. Satisfaction ultimately also increases
for the customers: namely, the people who pay

Nothing is left to chance.

alight upon exciting accounts that can provide

excellence of their administrative departments.
That has apparently never been examined in

When Porsche Consulting was founded in

detail. The pressure to act often only arises at

1994, we devoted most of our attention to

the last minute—when something goes com-

Eberhard Weiblen

conventional production processes. The fo-

pletely wrong and for lack of other options the

Chairman of the Executive Board

cus was on lean production. Two decades

emergency brake needs to be pulled. It is easy

Porsche Consulting GmbH

later, the efficiency of knowledge work in the

to see that such hasty measures can serve at

administrative departments of large compa-

best to limit the damage.
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thE ElEKtRobit stRatEgY:
a fastER and MoRE taRgEtEd path fRoM dEvElopMEnt to salEs

looping instEad
of cascading

porsche consulting – The Magazine

Three men, one mission: Elektrobit Automotive wants to oﬀer automotive software solutions on a wider
basis. This supplier company is using lean development to give new functions to cars in short takt times.
Its synchronized sales team is constantly listening to customers—and thereby completing the circle.

ULF J. FROiTzheiM

MaRCO PROSCh

at the controls of Elektrobit automotive: Markus schupfner
(head of operations), Eric lutterman (head of sales), and
cEo alexander Kocher (from left).
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Rising sales, but stagnating profits

Aside from the fact that this procedure takes up too much time in gen-

Along with its expansion, however, the company’s problems also in-

eral, its real problem is its inflexibility. “Once the project gets under-

creased. Even its rapidly growing team of employees was not able to

way it is no longer possible to make retroactive changes,” says Markus

keep up with customer wishes. According to CEO Alexander Kocher, the

Schupfner. Today, however, the change requests (CR) that people were

top line, i.e. sales, showed solid growth in the wake of the economic cri-

supposed to avoid at all costs because they sent the whole project back

sis. “But the bottom line simply showed a zero.” In 2012 the company

to square one are now a matter of course. During the period it takes

launched a strategic restructuring project—and commissioned Porsche

to develop a new car, information technology advances so quickly that

Consulting. Due to the nature of the dynamic software sector, forecasts

the software originally envisioned would be obsolete by the time the car

are very uncertain. Working together

is ready for production. Furthermore,

with the Porsche consultants, the

work on the code no longer ends when

company therefore selected a manageable time period of five years. By

Increased profit *

9.3 %

monplace as oil changes are today.

2017 the specialists from Erlangen
want to establish a broader base and

6.2 %

move from being an extension of car

More freedom for

makers’ workshops to a supplier of
solutions themselves in an age of con-

software engineers
2.9 %

In early 2013 Elektrobit Automotive
launched a pilot project with Porsche

nected cars. To accomplish this mission, two key conditions were identified: rapid development of complete
software solutions, and sales work
oriented consistently to customers

Consulting and introduced agile de2012

2013

2014

* Percentage of sales constituting pre-tax profit
for Elektrobit Automotive

velopment with LDM for the first time.
This approach will no longer compel
the software engineers to follow a

and their needs.

strict procedural sequence. Instead,

the fast lane. Working together with the

The most pressing need for action lay

rules to accelerate their project man-

consultants from Porsche, the company

in the methods by which Elektrobit develops its software for cars. The

has launched a strategy that focuses on

textbook approach that had become established as best practice—

tant change consists of no longer viewing the overall software product

broad market coverage and complete

known as the V model—was far too ponderous given the shorter takt

as a monolithic item. “Agile” means viewing the work in parts. The teams

times for innovations that had taken over the IT sector and subsequently

are small—typically fewer than ten members—and self-organizing. They

also the automotive industry. “Development cycles were becoming ever

develop functions that make up part of the whole in short periods of time

it will provide them with a system of

Elektrobit Automotive has moved into

automotive solutions.

E
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the car is delivered. Software update
services will soon become as com-

agement (see page 28 for more on agile development). The most impor-

shorter,” explains Markus Schupfner. A mathematician who headed the

known as “sprints.” If roadblocks arise, they quickly become visible be-

lektrobit Automotive is one of those medium-sized special-

infotainment section and is now Head of Operations, he experienced

cause paramount importance is attached to communication and transparency. No one is allowed to brood for weeks on an issue in isolation.

ized companies that most car drivers have never heard of—

the escalating time pressure at close hand. “We used to spend up to

unjustifiably so. Where would today’s modern cars be with-

three years developing a system. Then we only had one year and today

out embedded software systems like those from Elektrobit

we often have to do it even faster.”

Automotive? Not only do these systems energize the vehicle

“Lean or agile for us means that we assign greater responsibility to
the teams,” says Schupfner. This shift takes place primarily in people’s

infrastructure and bus systems. They also make navigation and infotain-

By a happy coincidence, Porsche Consulting had just helped the Walldorf-

minds. The head of operations is aware that his employees have to dis-

ment possible, connect to the Internet, and turn the car itself into a sen-

based software giant SAP to accelerate its projects by means of a lean

card the routines they have often followed for decades. “You can’t put

sor that analyzes its environment and responds appropriately. In short,

development model (LDM). LDM combines lean management with agile

this type of process into place overnight,” he says. To increase accep-

it is the software that lays the foundation for future-oriented concepts

development methods. The V model previously practiced at SAP was

tance, the teams themselves are the ones who measure its efficiency.

such as autonomous driving. Elektrobit Automotive’s customer list reads

based on a waterfall approach: software projects are split into cascades

The results are not passed on to the management. Individual perfor-

like a Who’s Who of the industry. Founded in 1988 as 3Soft, the com-

of development stages that have to be handled in strict sequences, from

mance is not that crucial, because the method consistently gives the

pany is located in the Tennenlohe district of Erlangen in Bavaria. The

superficial to in-depth matters. In visual terms these stages form the

responsibility to the team as a whole.

number of employees has increased sevenfold in twelve years to more

left side of the V-shaped process model. On the right side, the develop-

than 1,200—most of them software engineers. Elektrobit Automotive

ers start at the bottom and move upwards by testing the software on a

Although this has required some getting used to for many of the em-

GmbH operates in seven countries, including Japan, China, and the USA.

step-by-step basis to make sure it meets the specifications.

ployees, Schupfner feels that introducing LDM in a large part of the p
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“Our growth history lies in the
medium -sized sector and we
have always been driven by our
engineering.”

Alexander Kocher, CEO Elektrobit Automotive GmbH

company has paid off. “Employee surveys have shown that precisely

spend more time on location with the customers.” An internal evaluation

the biggest skeptics are now the project’s champions,” he observes.

revealed that 83 percent of sales work in 2013 was predominantly taking

Sales rev up to high performance

of visits to customers. The new high-performance organization calls

Not least of all, the success of the method also fits in with the high-

for a significant proportion of working time to be shifted from internal

place in staff members’ own offices, and only one-sixth of it consisted

performance sales organization that the company is seeking to set

to external activities by 2017, without adding any new staff members.

up together with Porsche Consulting. “Our growth history lies in the

Time for customer dialogue would more than double.

medium-sized sector and we have always been driven by our engineering,” says CEO Kocher in describing the company’s culture in the past,

The first step in this direction consisted of introducing a matrix organiza-

in which the project directors not infrequently landed contracts them-

tion. Instead of specializing in individual products, the sales employees

selves and were relieved when customers didn’t upset the overall proj-

now concentrate on their key accounts and on technology. In addition,

ect planning with ad hoc requests for changes—with the associated

completely new roles have been created, for example at the interface

renegotiation required for additional costs. With lean development, by

of development and sales. “We have identified seven fields of action

contrast, a change request turns into a “user story” that is integrated

and are making continuous progress,” reports Lutterman. High-perfor-

into an ongoing development process. “We’re no longer talking about

mance sales and lean development will ultimately form the two poles

a separate project, but just a sprint,” says sales head Eric Lutterman.

for ensuring rapid and targeted customer satisfaction. Possibilities and

In other words, a disruptive cost-bound factor that always came from

requirements—in development as well as in sales—are constantly re-

the customer side has now become a normal service that a software

assessed, just as in a loop.

Further information at: Porsche Leipzig GmbH, tel. +49 341 999-13555, events@porsche-leipzig.com, www.porsche-leipzig.com

Some conferences go on and on.
Luckily for you.
Whether you are planning a conference or gala evening, we can help make your

company can market proactively at reasonable rates.

event an extraordinary one. The supporting programme: Porsche. With a factory

On the road to autonomous driving
In order to restructure the sales activities, the underlying conditions

The restructuring of this engineering firm into a company that can sell its

visit or a driving event. On our FIA-certified on-road circuit or dedicated off-road

first had to be right. The Porsche consultants talk about synchronization,

abilities accordingly is still far from over, but Kocher is already optimis-

by which they mean aligning all activities with the company strategy. The

tic. Not only the top line is growing, but also the bottom line again. “Our

track. There are always plenty of opportunities for extending your time at this

sales strategy that Lutterman developed with support from Porsche now

profit margin has increased markedly,” he notes with satisfaction. The

directly supports the overall aims of Elektrobit Automotive. Its approach

percentage of sales constituting pre-tax profit has risen continuously

relies on sales experts who identify the issues that will be dominating

by around three percentage points a year since 2012: from 2.9 percent

the market in the future. In the process, these experts consider the cus-

in 2012 to 6.2 percent in 2013 and 9.3 percent in 2014. The company

tomer’s point of view as well as the engineer’s and carefully balance the

also needs this greater earning power to fund its ambitious plans. De-

requirements and technological options. This is no trivial task, given the

velopment teams from various departments at several sites are work-

shifting forecasts and framework conditions. The Elektrobit experts have

ing together on software for self-driving cars. “Our mission is to pro-

to be very familiar with the needs of the OEMs. Lutterman therefore

vide solutions that will get us from A to B safely and comfortably,” says

wants to restructure his organization in such a way that “the sales people

Kocher—including autonomous driving in the future.”

10

exceptional conference venue.
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the
office
factory
Lean management also works in places where
immaterial products are made: at the office.

a standard operating procedure is distilled from the way the most productive employees work. In effect this is a detailed guide that explains
each routine process step by step to show what should be done in
which order. In addition, the physical office stations are restructured
in such a way as to make teamwork more efficient.
The crucial element is the need to supply the information, data, or receipts just in time—which is analogous to the flow of materials at a
factory. Taking accounting as an example, this means that the input
on wages, creditors, and debtors has to be available at a specified
takt that allows the “office factory” to be utilized to capacity at a uniform rate. This takt-based input, which is specified in a service level
agreement, is combined with an internal capacity management system. It distributes the processes to be handled to the employees in
such a way that everyone can be assigned responsibilities to the best
of their abilities and the tasks can be easily mastered.
In order to guide the processes and the organization in a targeted

  Ulf J. Froitzheim  

K

Jan Rieckhoff

manner, the experts recommend setting up a shop floor management
system that makes work results transparent for everyone. Its core consists of key performance indicators for quality, costs, delivery reliabil-

ashif Ansari, Principal at Porsche Consulting, is frequently

ity (service level), and motivation. In Ring’s experience, companies can

confronted with the following claims in his consulting prac-

best address initial reservations by encouraging ambition in a playful

tice: administrative processes are not measurable. And

way and building on team spirit. “Nobody wants to ruin the team’s re-

even if they were, no employee would want to be guided

sults for the day,” he notes. This only works in a context of continuous

by numerical indices. And compiling these types of figures

wouldn’t help anyway, because you can’t introduce just-in-time methods

improvement that does not seek to assign errors to individual workers but rather is aimed exclusively at eliminating the causes of error.

of working at an office. “That’s wrong,” says Ansari. “Definitely,” agrees
his colleague Raphael Ring, a project manager who works on aspects

The tools for management and continuous improvement consist of

of lean finance and administration on a daily basis. He has recently

such measures as team meetings, team boards with key performance

helped yet another multinational client raise productivity at a commer-

indicators, and what are called “sit-ins.” This is when the team leader

cial shared service center and professionalize the processes. The ac-

sits down with an employee for two hours to be shown how the latter

counting procedures now run like a well-oiled machine. The employees

tackles his or her job—with the clear aim of obtaining a better and

no longer have to do overtime. And the quality of the results has notice-

deeper understanding of the employee’s everyday routine and of work-

ably improved. In fact, additional processes could even be integrated

ing together to find potential ways to improve how the work is done.

for the same number of employees.

As Ansari observes, sooner or later even skeptics reach this conclusion: “Productivity is fun. A lot of fun, in fact.”

The job of introducing lean principles to an office is complicated by
the absence of a physical flow of materials to observe. But Ansari and

Highly repetitive processes are inherently suited to the type of indus-

Ring are convinced that reports, processed invoices, and program-

trialization of tasks identified here. However, the principles can also

ming codes are ultimately no different from products that have to be

be applied to creative, and therefore less structured, work processes.

supplied without errors by a certain deadline. The raw material con-

As Ansari clarifies: “Every process can be measured. Creating trans-

sists of data, information, or knowledge, and can be processed into

parency by means of key performance indicators is the first step to in-

mass-produced or customized goods. Because the parallels are so

creasing efficiency.” At SAP, for example, this allowed the productivity

extensive, say the experts, the principles that have proven themselves

of 15,000 software developers, working in eleven different countries,

countless times in lean production can also be applied to administra-

to be increased by more than 40 per cent. The takt-based principle

tive processes. Everything finds its place in administration too: the

applies in this case as well: instead of fine-tuning an integrated solu-

flow and takt principle, the pull principle, and the zero-error principle.

tion for months on end and only being able to test its functionality at

“Each individual works differently,” says Ansari. “The fastest employees

software packages in four-week intervals—and are drawing succes-

in accounting handle two and a half times more entries than the slowest

sively closer to the target. More about the lean development model

ones.” In order to minimize such enormous differences in productivity,

can be read from page 06 on.

the end of the process, the developers are delivering smaller, usable

12
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Hugo Fleck, President with a mission:

LUXURY BUS
TRAVEL IN GOLD
AND SILVER
Comfort, not crowding:
Ouro e Prata’s service from Porto Alegre.

   Maren Eitel  

14

 Raquel Cunha
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Hugo Fleck (center) is proud
of his company’s culture, which
is marked by ongoing innovation
and improvement.

Cross-section of society

Ouro e Prata operates 90 bus lines that connect more than 260 cities
throughout the country. It offers especially frequent service around its
company headquarters in Porto Alegre, in the state of Rio Grande do
Sul. The longest line runs from Porto Alegre in the south to the northern city of Santarém directly on the Amazon. It covers nearly 4,000

Company founder Willy Fleck (center, deceased 1989)

kilometers, takes 72 hours, and uses ten drivers. A glance at the pas-

at the dedication ceremony in 1940 for the first closed omnibus

sengers on board can be like viewing a cross-section of society. They

in the state of Rio Grande do Sul. The Flecks were pioneers

include everyone from young people traveling to other cities for their

in passenger transportation in Brazil.

studies to senior citizens with long journeys to medical appointments.
And Fleck is convinced that buses will remain a model for success well
into the future.
we’re expanding our ferry services more and more,” says this CEO of

W

hat comes to mind when we think of long-distance

Luxury liners: reduced seating, maximum comfort

The Fleck family has roots in the German state of Baden-Württemberg.

a group whose member companies also build ships and provide food

The great-great-great-grandparents of Hugo Fleck emigrated from there

service on ferries. “Brazil is full of rivers and lakes. The conditions

to Brazil in 1846. Hugo’s father Willy founded one of Brazil’s first public

here are perfect for rapid and convenient transport by ship,” he adds.

transportation companies more than 75 years ago, together with his

Working together with Porsche Consulting, Ouro e Prata developed a

brother Raimundo. Their first fleet consisted of three open trucks. The

strategy for 2020. “It has very ambitious aims,” says Fleck. In order

Fleck brothers could hardly have faced more difficult conditions. They

to reach them, some organizational requirements first have to be met.
“We were struggling with high levels of waste, and asked ourselves how

bus travel? Long hours on the freeway, cramped

Luxury buses known as “Ônibus Executivo” offer the highest level of com-

launched their company in 1939 when World War Two was beginning

quarters, stale air, and even old pieces of chewing

fort. They have only 26 seats, which are especially wide and comfortable

to rage. Brazil was suffering from fuel shortages, and its network of

we could achieve large profit margins. Porsche Consulting helped us to

gum on the uncomfortable seats. But those times

and allow passengers to recline completely. Onboard entertainment and

roads was far from developed. The Flecks used simple means to pro-

set up an efficient structure.”

are a thing of the past—at least in some parts of

meals are included. “Many of our customers use the bus as an office

vide sought-after transportation—and gradually made their services
more professional.

the world. When Hugo Fleck travels, he prefers to do so by bus. “Buses

on wheels,” explains Fleck. There are sockets for laptops at every seat

are the simplest, safest, and most enjoyable way to cover long dis-

plus high-speed Internet. Overnight travelers with Ouro e Prata arrive

tances in Brazil,” says the owner of the transport company known as

well rested at their destinations the next day—many tourists also save

Moving the nation – also on water

developing ways to make concrete improvements in joint workshops

Ouro e Prata—or “Gold and Silver.” This brand is his mission. But more

hotel costs by covering the distance to their next stop in their sleep.

Willy’s son Hugo now leads a company of more than 1,000 employees.

held since 2013. Improvements have taken place everywhere, from

At 63 years of age, he is always looking for new ways to move the

administrative units such as IT, purchasing, and accounting to opera-

on that later.

Gold and silver for employees and customers

Porsche consultants and the employees of Ouro e Prata have been

The fact that a certain bus culture has developed in Brazil is related not

people of Brazil around. “Whenever possible I book trips with our com-

tional tasks including bus maintenance and conditioning. This holistic

Whereas in Germany the intercity bus market has been deregulated

only to the open quality often associated with Brazilian society. The

petitors, both at home and abroad,” he says. “Sometimes that gives

approach has brought tangible results. For example, the time spent on

only since 2013, buses have provided the lion’s share of long-distance

country’s infrastructure also does not offer any real alternatives. Its

me good ideas.” An innovation team keeps track of trends and devel-

readying buses for their next trip has been cut by up to 60 percent, and
productivity has shot up. Fleck observes, “We were quickly convinced

travel in this Latin American country for decades. “Ninety percent of

railway network is poorly developed, and airlines concentrate on con-

opments in traffic and transportation. “In a family-run company each

the Brazilian population uses this means of transportation,” says Fleck.

necting the state capitals of this vast nation. For other destinations

new generation has to maintain leadership by coming up with innova-

by Porsche Consulting’s approach and its model. They are simple and

Ouro e Prata serves around 3.6 million people a year throughout Brazil.

and for distances of up to 500 kilometers, buses are often the best

tions and generating new growth,” he notes. “We will always focus on

efficient.” Today this cultural change has spread throughout the entire

Buses are popular not only among those of limited means, but also

or even the only option. “Even car owners are starting to take buses

passenger transportation, but we are also pursuing further develop-

company. Throughout all these changes, the boss keeps a constant

among business travelers and the established middle class. What has

more often,” says Fleck. Buses are not only more economical, but also

ment.” In addition to its bus business, the Ouro e Prata Group is active

eye on the well-being of his staff. He proudly reports that more than

long been a standard feature of air travel is also becoming more com-

safer and easier. “Many roads are in miserable condition and there’s

in other sectors connected to transportation. Ever since the early days,

90 percent of the employees are fully satisfied with their jobs. “The

mon on buses: the basic service consists of safe transportation from

a lot of congestion—it’s not much fun if you’re the one sitting behind

the company has carried not only people and their luggage but also mail.

culture of improvement is becoming more established every day,” he

A to B, and passengers who place a higher priority on comfort can

the wheel.” Brazilians are also becoming increasingly aware of environ-

A rising level of online orders has injected new life into Ouro e Prata’s

says. “That pays off financially, but it also plays a role in the positive

delivery service.

atmosphere at the company.” Whether he’s thinking of employees or

book additional services—similar to business or first class on planes.

mental issues. Not to mention the fact that it’s hard to beat the price

There is, however, one key difference: the various travel classes are not

of traveling by bus. For example, the trip of more than 500 kilometers

available on one and the same bus—instead, passengers choose among

from Porto Alegre to Santa Rosa near the Argentinean border costs

The company’s greatest growth, however, is not taking place on dusty

only the name of his company, it’s also the measure of all things—the

various types of vehicles.

between 35 and 65 dollars, depending on the bus category.

roads but rather on waterways. “In addition to acquiring new bus lines,

gold and silver standard.

16

customers, one thing is crystal clear to Hugo Fleck: Ouro e Prata is not
f
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August Achleitner (59) has been with Porsche
since 1983, and been responsible for the
911 model series since 2001. An industrial
and mechanical engineer, he is practically
unequalled in his ability to combine profitability
and customer enthusiasm.

August Achleitner is the engineer in charge of the 911 model series at the
Weissach Development Center of the sports car maker Porsche AG. The iconic Carrera is not
only the core Porsche model but also a classic example of optimum product management.
We asked Achleitner about the formula for success behind the 911.

   Peter Weidenhammer  

Christoph Bauer

Fifty years after coming onto the market, the 911 is more
popular than ever. What is its secret?

the other hand, there’s the fact that as a manufacturer we want and

I don’t think anyone could have predicted this kind of success. In the

This is no trivial balancing act. There’s nothing special about simply de-

early years the company continued to develop the car on a tight budget.

ciding to put all manner of technology into the car; I can come up with

Then it became clear how much the customers liked the 911—back then

the requisite ideas on a Sunday afternoon if need be. But when you

have to be profitable with the car. That means we have to earn money.

they were the real driving force behind its continuing existence. If we

count everything up and see what it costs and what type of price tag

compare that situation with today, we also see some key external and

we’d have to show our customers, then everything looks quite different.

internal factors. External influences such as feedback from journalists

And it certainly won’t be getting any easier. In particular, the regulatory

in the industry, feedback from customers, some of our competitors,

specifications on reducing fuel consumption and emissions may trigger

and regulatory aspects play a role. With close consideration of internal

advances in engineering, but they also generate high levels of additional

topics from our preliminary development and also from other model

costs for the cars.

series, we are creating a catalogue for the next generation of the 911.

Formula for success
An interview with August Achleitner

18

That is what we might call the composition.

How do you approach the introduction of new solutions
and technologies?

Then there is the matter of costs. How do you choose
the right course?

You have to think strategically: you know when the next car is coming
out, and you also know when the one after that is coming. You know

Porsche is very cost-conscious. This plays such a strong role in our

what you have to do for the next 911 to make it more attractive and

day-to-day work that we’re always striving for the optimum results. By

give customers something really new. But you don’t have to exhaust

“optimum” I mean the best cost-benefit ratio, which consists of the best,

all your resources at once. That means when it comes to new ideas,

most cost-effective technical solutions in combination with the greatest

there’s always another one just around the corner.

possible customer satisfaction. There can be different types of costs,
of course, such as those for development, investment, for the compo-

The iconic 911 is more than the sum of its parts, though. Why is this?

nents themselves—or the sum total.

When we run the tests on the overall vehicle we do a lot of fine-tuning.
I could outsource this checking of the car’s functions. But then the pas-

That sounds simple. Is it in fact?

sion would be missing. The overall harmony, the compulsion to keep

You often get something like a tug-of-war: on the one hand, you’ve got

working on every last detail just one more time—ultimately, that is what

an attractive technical solution, because especially the 911 is called

counts. Then when the car is finished, it’s clear that it’s a completely

upon to demonstrate its performance in a competitive environment. On

rounded product. Everything is the way the customer wants it. f
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Profitable products combine benefits for customers with low costs for companies.

Start

the road to
a proFitaBle
product

raiSing BeneFitS and reducing
coStS to achieVe more proFitaBle
productS

Successful companies make themselves more competitive by
regularly putting their products to the test—even if they are
selling superbly. The crucial factor here is to examine them
from the customer’s perspective. Are the products still meeting the latest demands on the market? What do customers expect, what additional value would they pay extra for, and what

1.

identiFy trendS early on
Pursue trend analysis on an ongoing
basis, for example by using a trend radar
system to compile, assess, and display
information on social, technological,
economic, and/or legal developments in
aggregate form. Use the results to orient
the technology and product portfolios.

2.

uSe neW technologieS
Use scouting systems to identify
promising technologies. These systems
evaluate technological alternatives for
attractiveness and individual resource
strengths. This creates the groundwork
for drawing up the technology road map,
which introduces them into the preliminary development and product creation
process.

might they in fact consider unnecessary? It is a balancing act
to achieve the best possible relation between benefits for the
customer and product costs for the manufacturer. And this
balance constantly has to be recalibrated in response to ongoing change, new trends, and shifting market conditions.
product creation proceSS

innoVation
proceSS

predeVelopment
proceSS

product
deFinition

concept
phaSe

induStrialization
phaSe

deVelopment
phaSe

SerieS Start-up
phaSe

SerieS
production

Profitable products arise from a focus on the essentials. If
customer wishes are fulfilled to perfection, high sales volumes
and high prices can be attained. To ensure the functionality,

idea
authoRization

PRoduCt CReation
authoRization

PRoduCt
definition

ConCePt
seleCtion

design
fReeze

staRt of
PRoduCtion

Rollout

end of
PRoduCtion

emotional appeal, and social acceptance of their products,
companies have to make the right decisions at the right time.
They have to know the expectations of their customers, and

1.

tRend analYsis

they also have to work together with the right partners and

2.

teChnologY Road MaP

choose the best possible production techniques.

3.

CustoMeR integRation

4.

PRoduCt Road MaP

The key to reaching price targets for customers without
putting the company’s profit contributions at risk lies in consis-

Kano Method

5.

6.

tent cost management from the very start. Opportunities to

ConJoint analYsis
7.

actively shape costs decline sharply the further a product is

QualitY funCtion dePloYMent

developed. At the same time, the level of information rises as
8.

9.

3.

CustoMeR tests

the project proceeds. If a cost imbalance is not identified until
a late point in time, countermeasures can only have a limited

ModulaR MatRiCes
10.

effect. Comprehensive, systematic application of suitable

Value analYsis/BenChMaRKing
11.

CoMPleXitY ManageMent

12.

Cost analYsis
13.
14.

methods generates transparency early on about the requirements and possibilities on the part of customers, companies,
suppliers, competitors, markets, and technologies.

taRget Cost ManageMent

Following a road map to a profitable product is the way to

ConCePt WoRKshoPs
15.

suPPlieR integRation
16.

PRoduCt Cost oPtiMization

meet customer expectations while optimizing costs. Milestones

4.

inVolVe cuStomerS early on
To generate product ideas and to
compile product requirements, involve
customers in the innovation process at
an early stage. One example of customer
integration is to work together with
especially innovative and trend-setting
customers, who are known as “lead
users,” in order to identify trends, risks,
and product individualization levels
faster and more eﬀectively.
reVieW product portFolio
Use the product road map to plan and
regularly review sales of established and
new product generations and variants.
The product road map is logically connected to the technology road map. The
two maps display the strategic development of the entire product portfolio and
provide long-term project structure.

5.

underStand the cuStomer
perSpectiVe
Use the Kano method to determine the
inﬂuence of product attributes and how
they aﬀect customer satisfaction. This
method classifies attributes as essential,
performance-oriented, attractive, indiﬀerent, or undesired. It is used to decide
which features should be retained, reinforced, or varied.

6.

raiSe purchaSing proBaBility
Perform conjoint analyses to determine
how individual attributes aﬀect the
benefit customers derive from a product—and their corresponding willingness to purchase it. These analyses
compile diﬀerent combinations of
attributes for potential products and
have them evaluated by users.

7.

meet cuStomer WiSheS
Put customer innovations and requirements into practice by means of specifi able technical solutions early on, and
identify and solve possible target conﬂicts by involving each of the company
departments. Quality function deployment (QFD) is a suitable method to
support this process.

8.

enSure product SucceSS
To test a product’s potential for success,
involve users in the course of customer
tests. These tests make the product
available for a certain period of time,
or present e.g. alternative functions and
designs in a prepared environment for
evaluation.

9.

deVelop modular matriceS
To diﬀerentiate products, use modular
matrices to standardize non-relevant
scopes in order to reduce costs for
development and production. By contrast, use targeted means to vary
scopes that serve diﬀerent needs and/
or accommodate the purchasing priorities of diﬀerent customer groups.

13.

deFine target coStS
As soon as the project starts, divide the
achievable market price in a top-down
direction into subcategories for each
assembly. Compare this periodically
with the anticipated actual costs per
assembly in a bottom-up direction to
lay the foundation for target cost
management.

10.

compare Function coStS
Use value analyses with benchmarking
to compare the functions and costs of
competitors’ products. These analyses
reveal alternatives for technical concepts and for product design, technologies, and materials, and are used to
derive additional potential for a company’s own products.

14.

Shape conceptS
Specifying the concepts lays the foundation for low product costs early on. Hold
concept workshops with interdisciplinary
teams for development and assessment
purposes. Include production and assembly concepts to ensure optimum production costs. Use experience with forerunner projects, competitors’ products,
and suppliers to support this process.

11.

manage compleXity
Early complexity management, which
starts by defining target values (“variant
targets”), prevents the number of
variants from escalating. This process
runs through the entire product creation
period and then continues on after the
start of production when variants with
insufficient variable gross margin or no
strategic significance are eliminated.

15.

utilize Supplier eXpertiSe
Involve strategically significant suppliers
in cost-intensive and demanding projects to generate additional potential in
terms of cost and innovation. Supplier
integration can be pursued in every
stage of the product creation process—
from the concept and development to
industrialization and series production.

16.

optimize product coStS
In order to achieve target costs within
set milestones, measures are generally
developed and assessed in the form of
interdepartmental initiatives. Decisionmaking and implementation are guided
by the implementation level. Product
cost optimization formats include
product exams, product clinics with
competitors’ parts tables, and supplier
workshops.

12.

control coSt Structure
Cost analyses generate transparency in
the cost structure via calculation-based
evaluation of materials and processes.
They enable alternative concepts and
potential to be evaluated, reveal opportunities and risks including for bought-in
parts, and thereby provide active support
for target cost management.

mark this course from the initial idea on through development
and then to series production. Companies can use these milestones to check whether they have chosen the right route or

Raising Benefits

ReduCing Costs

This road map shows milestones on the road to a profitable product,
as well as measures and methods—for the right time and the right place.
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need to correct course. This is the way to avoid unnecessary
detours and the associated expenses.

raiSing BeneFitS
For the cuStomer

reducing coStS
For the company
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Are you using these factors for success to develop proﬁ
table products?
profitable

FACTORS
FactorS FOR
For SUCCESS
SucceSS
STRAIGHT
Straight TO
to YOUR
your DESTINATION
deStination

1

CUSTOMER
cuStomer FOCUS
FocuS
it’s
It’s crucial to place a clear focus on
customers. items
Items to clarify: Who are the
target customers? What is important
to them? What are they willing to pay for
the product? What might they consider
unnecessary?

2

COST
coSt TRANSPARENCY
tranSparency
eﬃ cient cost management,
To have efficient
everyone needs to know what the project
costs are. To achieve this, estimate the
costs at an early stage of development,
and then monitor them consistently.

3

COST optimization
OPTIMIZATION
coSt
Cost-reduction options need to be continuideally,
ously and consistently utilized. Ideally,
potential ways of saving costs should be
identiﬁed at an early stage. And the results
identified
should always be reassessed for further
possibilities.

4

METHOD utilization
UTILIZATION
method
When it comes to developing valuable
products, a structured, methodical
approach is the name of the game. That
means using the right methods at the
proﬁtable
right time The “road map to a profitable
product” can help identify areas not yet
addressed.

5

INTERDEPARTMENTAL approach
APPROACH
interdepartmental
all company departments need to be inAll
volved in the product creation process. This
ﬁnding the right balance between
is helpful in finding
beneﬁ t and product cost, as well
customer benefit
as in utilizing the potential for improvement
in all departments.

6

OPENNESS TO
openneSS
to CHANGE
change
it’s essential to meet the wishes of the cusIt’s
tomer—rather than one’s own ideas about
the product. Change management promotes
openness to change.

NEW
HORIZONS FOR
PACKAGING
VALLEY
This northern italian family is all about packaging. The father launched
a breakthrough with the “Robopac” back in 1984. and now, for the past ten years,
the daughter and son have been taking the world by storm.

PeTeR WeiDenhaMMeR
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FRanCO CalegaRi
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“In the future, our machines are no longer to
be the last step in our customers’ production
halls, but rather the first and most important
step in their logistics.”

therefore set itself the target of increasing sales by 30 percent a year,

ing industry hard. With an improved level of competitiveness—fortune’s

half coming from internal growth and half from acquisitions. As partners,

reward for its boldness—the Aetna Group was better prepared for the

the Porsche consultants helped the company to develop a strategy

situation than other companies. “We had more confidence in what we

based on the example set by Porsche. This was used to define the re-

could do and in our ability to succeed,” says Valentina. Step by step

quirements, the core areas, and 60 strategic projects. That includes

and with the help of Porsche Consulting, the family optimized the most

majority ownership of packaging companies in Spain and Brazil, for

important company divisions over the following years. The restructur-

example, as well as plans for acquisitions in the USA. “We want to double

ing of one factory, for example, not only increased its productivity but

the size of our company by 2018,” says Valentina. With 470 employees,

also cut the amount of space it needed by about a third.
“We are focusing on two main goals for the future,” Valentina com-

the Aetna Group is currently posting sales of around 105 million euros a
machines in 120 countries around the world.

ments. “We want to offer even better service and achieve even stronger

The engineer (41) is responsible for industry as well

growth”—with Porsche Consulting as a partner. She adds, “We had a

as sales and operations in the Aetna Group.

To achieve its ambitious aims, the Aetna Group is relying above all on

rough idea of where we wanted to go before, but we didn’t have a struc-

its innovative power. Twenty percent of its employees are active in re-

ture or a roadmap for the steps needed to get us there.” To increase

search and development, and the company owns 98 active patents.

customer satisfaction, the first step consisted of optimizing the amount

With new and future-oriented innovations, it wants to continue being

of time needed to make offers and process orders. “At Robopac we

a significant force behind technical progress in the industry and to

ortune favors the bold, as the saying goes. For the Aureli

were averaging six to eight weeks from receiving an order to deliver-

attract customers with the increasing profitability of its products. In so

family, that means making the right decision at the right

ing the machine. Now we’re at four weeks,” says Enrico. “And our deliv-

doing, it is placing a premium on preserving the environment. Future

time—and thereby emerging from a crisis as a winner.

ery reliability is nearly 100 percent.”

machines are expected to use less packaging material, to operate

In the 1980s, Alfredo Aureli—who had succeeded his

Optimizing service and having a strategy for growth are two sides of

to be disposed of once the goods arrive. As Enrico sums it up, “In the

father as head of the SCM Group, a leading company in

the same coin for the Aetna Group. “To increase customer proximity,”

future, our machines are no longer to be the last step in our custom-

more economically as a result, and to make it easier for the materials

the woodworking industry with 3,600 employees—wanted to reduce
his entrepreneurial risk. Acting on an innovative idea, he created a new

One thing is clear: the two siblings who manage the company have in-

company in the packaging industry. His starting point was the develop-

herited their father’s sense of family, combined with a will to succeed

ment of a battery-propelled robot that could encircle pallets of any size

and the ideas needed to do so. As Valentina describes it, “Right from

to wrap the contents in stretch film. He invented this device in a place

the beginning, the two of us shared an uncompromising interest in pro-

where innovative ideas practically hang from the trees. Industry insiders

moting the good of the company.” Their first priority consisted of im-

worldwide refer to the area between Bologna and Rimini simply as

proving both the quality and the operations, and their second focused

“Packaging Valley.” More than 170 companies from the packaging industry

on growth. That is why the Aetna Group brought Porsche Consulting

have settled here, and post around six billion euros in sales a year.

on board in 2008. The key impetus for this move came from a talk at a

Twenty-seven percent of all the packaging machines worldwide come

Milan university by Federico Magno, who at the time was the managing

from Emilia-Romagna. In short, the heart of Europe’s packaging industry

director of the Porsche Consulting office in Italy. “Simply put, his pre-

beats in Italy. All the more so in Villa Verucchio, a picturesque small town

sentation was completely different from anything we had heard from

less than an hour from the beaches of Rimini. Everyone here knows the

other consulting companies,” says Enrico. “What he said was clearly

Aurelis, ever since Alfredo’s father founded the SCM company in 1932.

derived from practical experience gained by the company that serves
as an example—Porsche.”

With the farsightedness and determination that he continues to display to this day, Alfredo Aureli patented his “Robot” worldwide and

The lighthouse project for the company’s initial work with Porsche

used the mobile machine to develop a fully automatic version that

Consulting had a classic focus: lean production. The various Robopac

can be installed as the last step of a production line. It is produced

semi-automated systems were being made on an island-type assembly

by the Robopac Sistemi company founded in 1987, which along with

system with different time periods such that throughput times differed

Robopac is now part of the Aetna Group. Today, the Group also includes

and flow-type production was impossible. Working together, the employ-

the Dimac (since 1989) and Prasmatic (since 2010) companies. Both

ees, managers, and consultants designed an assembly line with defined

companies have been producing automatic packaging systems for

takt times and harmonized work processes. This not only raised pro-

over 30 years, primarily for the beverage and food industries. Presi-

ductivity but also optimized the work stations, which meant better ergo-

dent Aureli’s daughter Valentina and son Enrico joined the Group’s

nomic conditions for the employees and thereby also an improvement in

management board in 2000 and 2001. Since 2005 they have led the

product quality. Valentina is particularly impressed by the fact that the

Aetna Group S.p.A. in the capacity of managing directors, guiding the

Porsche consultants “showed us where our strengths lie, which helped

company’s strategic alignment.

us to restructure the system and motivate our employees.”
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to grow if it wants to consolidate its position over the long term. It has

nomic and financial crisis in Europe in 2008 also hit the Italian packag-

year. Since its founding, it has delivered more than 110,000 packaging

Enrico Aureli, CEO of the Aetna Group

F

The timing for the initial success could not have been better. The eco-

says Enrico, “we want to have production sites in all the major markets.”

ers’ production halls, but rather the first and most important step in

Given the competition from China and the USA, the Aetna Group has

their logistics.”

f

“The Porsche consultants showed us where
our strengths lie. During the financial
crisis they showed us that we have more
potential than we realized.”
Valentina Aureli, CEO of the Aetna Group
Enrico’s older sister (43) is an economist and is responsible
for finance and controlling in the Aetna Group.
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What California taught Andreas Tönnis

A prototype from
Silicon Valley
Andreas Tönnis, Chief Technology Officer at AIXTRON SE, is stepping on the gas
when it comes to processes. He’s working together with Porsche Consulting to adapt
software methods to developing mechanical engineering hardware.

  Gerald Scheffels  

A

Frank Dicks

“The environment in which we operate is very volatile and competitive.
round 300 of AIXTRON SE’s 800 employees

the experience he had gained in the American hightech sec-

work in research and development. That is an

tor could be applied at Aixtron. “Companies in the USA tend

unusual ratio even for a firm specializing in

to be aware that the speed with which you find solutions is a

mechanical and systems engineering. It shows

critical factor,” he says. “Developers there simply try things

that this German company is active in a high-

out, without the explicit aim of producing a perfect system

tech industry: Aixtron develops and manufac-

with their initial prototypes.”

It would be hard to overstate the importance of the time-to-market factor.”
Andreas Tönnis, AIXTRON SE

tures production equipment for microchips and LEDs—and is

a leader on the world market in this sophisticated sector.

Tönnis was therefore in search of a new and faster development

development. Aixtron sought a partner to put this project into

transferred it to “hardware,” namely, to the company’s mechan-

process, and he had a clear idea of what it should look like. “It

practice, and that is how Porsche Consulting entered the pic-

ical and systems engineering. As Porsche Consulting Principal

The crucial time-to-market factor

should be transferable to all of our projects, and should have

ture. Its consultants had recently supported SAP, a leading

Wolfgang Freibichler emphasizes, “That was a new combina-

Aixtron’s extremely complex systems are capable of producing

something like a ‘stagegate’ process with defined stages such

global software company, in optimizing its development pro-

tion for us as well, but its potential was clear very early on. In

several million LED clips a day. There is a lot of pressure on its

as conception, execution, and prototype production, at each of

cesses. With the help of this experience they were able to pro-

the hightech industry, innovative products have to be made

development departments, because these products as well as

which the project can be interrupted, adjusted, or continued.”

pose tools that had already proven themselves in the software

ready for the market very rapidly. At the same time, new cus-

world. In fact, an expert jury had awarded the SAP project

tomer requirements often arise while the products are being

Chief Technology Officer (CTO), points out, “The environment in

Based on experiences with similar processes used in the semi-

first place in the 2013 “Best of Consulting” contest run by the

developed. Agile development offers the perfect solution here.”

which we operate is very volatile and competitive. It would be

conductor equipment industry, the company sought to design

WirtschaftsWoche magazine.

hard to overstate the importance of the time-to-market factor.”

a development process that would achieve the first proto-

their markets are undergoing rapid change. As Andreas Tönnis,

types more rapidly than when using existing stagegate pro-

28

The development process at the Aixtron sites in Herzogenrath
Software industry as a model

(Germany), Cambridge (England), and Sunnyvale in Silicon Valley

As such, one of Tönnis’s declared aims two and half years

cesses. This concept had already been implemented using what

“Agile management” has already become widely established at

(USA) have since undergone radical change. As Tönnis explains,

ago was to shorten development times. He had just returned

is known as scrum methodology in the context of software;

many software development companies as a means of increas-

“We now produce a prototype or an alpha system very quickly,

from California’s Silicon Valley with the question of whether

however, it had never been tried out in the area of hardware

ing productivity. Aixtron and the Porsche consultants have now

which we make available to the client as a trial system at our p
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chinery. They realized that the approach works best in the early

July 2015

stages, i.e. starting with the idea development phase.

developers additional leeway. “It enables and encourages the

agile development places a premium on orientation to customer
beneﬁts, adherence to schedules, and self-organization. Here follows
a brief explanation of the most important tools:

engineers to do what they do best, and the teams themselves
the sprints,” says Tönnis. “The agile process is not under disand how they adapt them for their requirements.”

involvement in the development process. Customer requirements are agreed upon as
early as possible—ideally in connection with the first prototypes—and confirmed at

Some tools quickly became taken for granted—such as the

regular intervals. The specific requirements are detailed in what is called a user story,

daily “standup meetings” at which each team member briefly

i.e. from the perspective of the user.

reports on the project status, and the kanban boards that show
who is currently working on what task.

SCHEDULE ADHERENCE: The product creation process defines the major milestones,
from the product idea to market readiness. The actual development work is done by

suCCesses are Visible and measurable

the engineers in short, prespecified time periods—called sprints. The deadline and

The great extent to which this new process and its agile tools

the team members are not changed during the sprints. Should delays occur, the most

accelerate development became clear after only a short period

important jobs are taken care of, and the less important ones are omitted (variable

of time. “We made the process more efficient by lengthening

scope). This allows for constant pro-gress with complete interim results.

the productive part of the development period by 20 percent,”
says Tönnis. “The developers are convinced of the merits of the

self-ORGANIZATION: Within each sprint, scrum teams organize their own work. In order

process, in part enthusiastically so, because they realize that

to prioritize individual project components and identify problems at an early stage, they

they can put more time into creative work.” Aixtron’s successes

hold regular stand-up meetings, with team members literally standing and reporting

are not one-time events, according to Porsche consultant

on the progress of their work. A kanban board displays the current status and team

Freibichler, who notes, “Over the past twenty years companies

member responsibilities to everyone at all times.

have been concentrating primarily on Japanese management
methods to raise productivity at their factories. Today they’re
looking at Silicon Valley. Agile management approaches should
enable engineers to increase productivity enormously over the
coming years.”
Another successful element in the project was the fact that
typical reservations and objections could be quickly dispelled.
As Tönnis recalls, “At first people said that our clients would
never tell us their plans and requirements. On being invited to

lab to produce their semiconductors or LEDs. The clients con-

“That means clearly defined development tasks with short it-

test a prototype, however, they were surprisingly open and

tribute their ideas, which often only arise in the course of our

eration cycles of two to four weeks. Each of these cycles is

shared their ideas. That was a boost for the whole project.”

talks and tests. This means they end up with a system that is

called a sprint, and the developers or departments assigned

As for the question of measurability, as well as the not exactly

tailored precisely to their needs, and in a short period of time.”

to handle the task for that sprint are responsible for organiz-

trivial matter of cost, solid answers already exist. “The devel-

ing the work themselves. The idea behind it is that if you run

opment process has become much more transparent, because

in short segments, you won’t head off down the wrong track.”

we work in smaller steps and provide key figures on a regular

The fact that this approach enables interim results for complex

dealt with accordingly. The higher quality of these key figures

above). “We divide up the projects based on what’s known as

development jobs to be achieved much faster had already been

also helps make management more targeted and transparent—

a scrum principle in software development,” explains Tönnis.

shown in the software industry. Aixtron and Porsche Consulting

and pleases the colleagues from controlling. f

rapid deVelopment tools

So much for the result itself. It is attained with the help of a
“tool box” based on the principles of agile development (see
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A NATION
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are largely responsible for making their own decisions within
cussion, but it’s up to the teams to decide what tools they use

CUSTOMER ORIENTATION: Agile development is marked by a high degree of customer

M A G A Z I N E

HOW TO MOVE A NATION

A characteristic feature of an agile approach is that it gives the
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tools for agile deVelopment
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time to the special nature of developing complex pieces of ma-
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basis.” This enables deviations to be detected early on and
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+175%
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MORE TAXIS IN LESS TIME AND
GREATER CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

220

THE

TAKT

– 41%
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BENEFITS OF A LEAN TAXI STAND
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In theory, it sounds so quick and simple: you hop off a plane or train and step directly into a taxi
to go to a business meeting or personal appointment. But all too often, there can be

Throughput
time [sec.]

Reducing throughput times for passenger loading by as much as 41 percent
Increasing passenger capacity at the stand by as much as 175 percent
Reducing accident rates by separating taxi and passenger flows
Increasing passenger satisfaction by assigning the ideal taxi for each trip
(vehicle size, payment type)

Capacity
[passengers / h]

unnecessary delays and stress. At peak times many taxi stands are crowded beyond capacity.
Vehicles can get in each other’s way, and passengers frequently have to wait too long or walk too far.
But that doesn’t have to be the case, as shown by this model of an ideal taxi stand.
It serves more passengers in less time—and lean principles make getting a taxi more efficient.

4

CONCEPTS COMPARED
Concept 1

Concept 2

Concept 3

Concept 4

5

Taxis in takt

EXIT

Flow principle: The taxi flow
is staggered. This increases
safety, and the trip can start at
the earliest possible time.

Thirteen taxi stands at airports and train stations in nine countries were analyzed and four basic
concepts were derived. The “Taxis in takt” concept combines new and existing elements and is
based on lean management principles.

LOADING

Zero-defects principle: Passengers reach
their reserved taxis via a platform. Separate
flows for taxis and passengers reduce the risk
of accidents.

1

TAXI SELECTION

Demand management: Customers make their
selection at terminals by entering their desired
vehicle size, destination, and type of payment.

3

Zero-defects principle: They find out the
price of their trip and receive a ticket number
for their order.

TAXI CONTROL

Demand management: A display panel shows the
number of taxis currently needed. Passengers are
assigned to specific taxis via their ticket numbers.
Pull principle: A taxi with the required criteria
drives up to the assigned loading space as soon
as the corresponding light turns green.

2

ASSIGNMENT

Visual management: A display panel shows
passengers how to reach the loading zone
reserved for their ticket number.
Capacity management: If many passengers
are waiting, additional loading zones are opened.

© Porsche Consulting GmbH

External setup: The taxi’s luggage compartment and door are already open when the
passenger arrives.
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Dr. Christoph Sahm directs the
Schweinfurt site of Fresenius
Medical Care—and has costs
under control. A trained physicist,

Fresenius Medical Care

he wants to find precisely the right
measure to meet the increasing
demand for dialysis machines.

The health care sector continues to suffer from a shortage of funds.
This can generate enormous pressure on prices for medical
equipment manufacturers like Fresenius Medical Care. To reduce
costs, this specialized corporation is turning to clever methods. At the
same time, it is expanding and seeking to strengthen its leading
position on the world market.

   Haiko Prengel  

Olaf Hermann

Health
comes first

I

t wasn’t all that long ago when kidney failure would quickly lead
to death. This pair of organs detoxifies our bodies and keeps
our blood clean. The importance of this job often only becomes
apparent when a kidney stops working. Germany first started
to provide widespread dialysis in the 1960s. Today this technology enables a growing number of people with kidney disease to

enjoy a high quality of life, thanks above all to technical perfection in

the blood-cleaning process.

“Eighty-seven thousand people in Germany have dialysis on a regular
basis,” says Dr. Christoph Sahm, who directs the Schweinfurt site of
Fresenius Medical Care (FMC). Listed on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange,
the corporation is the leading supplier of products and services for people with chronic renal disease. Half of all the dialysis equipment in the
world comes from Schweinfurt. Around 1,200 employees develop and
build these special devices—from tubal systems to complete machines
for hemodialysis or peritoneal dialysis. “Of the 2.6 million dialysis patients around the world, more than 50 percent are treated with our

p
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twice as many women as men work in the

dialysis machines are a matter of life and death,

production divisions of Fresenius Medical care

which is why they are tested comprehensively.

in schweinfurt. a lot of the steps involve require

No machine leaves the plant without going through

a delicate touch—such as delicately soldering

a 48-hour run-in phase.

wires to circuit boards.

development to the conveyor belt is to be managed centrally by an iT
system. This eliminates lengthy and resource-intensive loops by which
suggestions need to be evaluated sequentially by all the indirect areas

equipment,” notes Sahm, who has a doctorate in physics. The number
of people who require dialysis is rising, which means that ever more di-

involved, such as finance, quality, and purchasing. With respect to the

alysis machines are needed. in newly developed countries, people want

product engineering process, Fresenius Medical Care wants to involve

better medical care—and access to dialysis. China, for example, has

employees from the different specialized areas at an early point in de-

set itself the goal of providing dialysis to everyone in the country who

velopment. Groups known as simultaneous engineering teams are now
“We searched every niche for potential ways to save unnecessary costs

working more closely together on an interdisciplinary basis to ensure

and increase production,” reports Christoph Sahm.

that all product requirements are taken into account from the start. This

Dialysis needs to be done three times a week, and each session lasts

Support units create the framework conditions that enable produc-

products that have already entered series production, which in turn also
lightens the load on the indirect areas.

needs it by 2020. it is the largest growth market for FMC.
At the same time, cost pressures are rising in the health care sector.

helps prevent complex modifications or retrospective improvements to

five hours. There are associated expenditures for hospital stays and

tion to function smoothly. This approach has not been changed. But

ambulance transport. Dialysis patients are expensive for national health

together with the Porsche consultants, the company has examined

care systems, which are strapped for cash. intensive efforts are there-

the core areas of competence for its indirect units. Tasks that can be

All in all, FMC did in fact succeed in creating the conditions to save

fore being made to reduce the cost of treatment. “At this point, some-

done more cheaply but with a comparable level of quality by external

50 percent of the overhead costs per dialysis machine. “Growth with-

times all it takes is a ministerial decision to cut reimbursement rates

service providers have been outsourced. The company’s own areas of

out growing, to further extend the competitive advantage—that is the

to manufacturers by ten percent,” says Sahm. “That has a direct effect

expertise, however, are being promoted and efficiently structured. For

main aim,” confirms roman Hipp, Principal at Porsche Consulting. For

on our revenue and profit.”

example, a worldwide control system for product modifications from

strategic orientation, Porsche Consulting developed a simulation p

Taking the uSA as an example, expenditures for dialysis were cut by
ten percent over the medium term, despite President Obama’s health
care reform. That squeezed the margins for equipment manufacturer
Fresenius Medical Care. in addition, price wars have broken out among
medical equipment makers. new manufacturers are entering the market—from Asia, for example—some of whom simply copy the equip-

taIlor-Made saVIngs:
tHe sIMulatIon Model
alloWs For sound
PlannIng

Fictitious example*
total

employees
5,000
scenarIo 1

ment made by competitors.

4,000

Health comes first—and that includes financial health. All of this pres-

3,000

scenarIo 2
It
scenarIo 3

ents a major challenge to Fresenius Medical Care. in order to meet
the growing need for dialysis equipment worldwide, the FMC plant in

PurcHasIng

2,000

Hr

1,000

QualItY

Schweinfurt wants to double its production volume by 2020. At the
same time, it wants to reduce the indirect costs per dialysis machine
by half in order to accommodate the languishing budgets of its buyers. To attain this ambitious aim, FMC invited the experts from Porsche
Consulting on board.
in addition to production and logistics, the consultants paid special
attention to indirect areas such as iT, personnel, purchasing, and customer service. indirect costs represent a major item on the expenditure side. When production increases, these areas have to grow too,
or that at least is the received wisdom. For the Porsche team, however,
there is nothing that cannot be questioned. How much do the indirect
units really have to grow? Where is it possible to work more effectively?
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*in this fictitious example, three
serial data curves are shown
representing the number of
staff in indirect units. in scenario 1, for example, increased
lot sizes and other influencing
factors mean that the number
of staff will double by 2020.
if the lot sizes actually produced, along with factors such
as the market, develop less
well, fewer staff will have to be
hired. This is shown in scenario
3, for example. Planning can
also be broken down to individual departments.

0
2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

serVIce

When production increases, the need for personnel in support areas such as purchasing, human
resources, and service does not have to automatically increase at the same rate. numerous factors
play a role in the level of capacity that is actually required. The simulation model calculates future
requirements for each indirect area, taking account of central parameters such as market position,
wage costs, and product lifecycles. Scenarios are developed from the worst possible to the ideal
case, allowing solid planning for the actual course of development—in order to invest or save at the
right points.
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“The revenue from improved
processes clearly exceeds
the expenditures for
consulting.”
Marco Gräfe is a department manager for technical systems. The department is
part of the Technical Operations division at Fresenius Medical Care and is controlled
from the company headquarters in Bad Homburg.

More culture for managers
Fresenius Medical Care had managers train on the job—and is now benefiting doubly from this
approach. A mentoring system based on actual practice has created a vibrant culture of
The Schweinfurt site produces 150 dialysis machines a day and sends them out to 196 countries.
Worldwide demand for kidney treatment is on the rise.

improvement throughout all levels of the company hierarchy and all divisions of the organization.
And the improvements put into practice thus far are already paying off.

model that functions like a crash barrier on the freeway. It enables

poration can respond in a flexible manner. “We can now see precisely

Fresenius Medical Care to calculate different scenarios leading up to

when we need to expand or reduce our workforce or transfer people

the year 2020—including the best possible trajectory, more modest

from one area to another in order to handle our growth,” explains Sahm.

ones, and the least favorable alternative. It incorporates factors such

“This transparency enables Fresenius Medical Care to place its skilled

as wage increases, currency and price fluctuations, and the actual production figures for the machines.

ing ten tangible projects. Of special note here is that this further

employees in the indirect areas where they are needed.” In different

Medical Care (FMC), the world’s leading supplier of dialysis

training is not a purely theoretical affair with flip charts and

cultures and ages, kidneys have variously been considered the seat of

systems, places an especially high premium on first-class ser-

PowerPoint presentations. Instead, the Academy’s approach

our reflection, conscience, logic, emotion, and judgment. As such, and

vice and technical support. Well over 1,000 field service engi-

consists of “training on the job.” Its practice-based mentoring

This model will help FMC remain on course whatever may happen. Based

inspired by the focus of its work, FMC in Schweinfurt is showing a fine

neers visit customers in Europe, the Middle East and Africa—in

system teaches the managers not only to reflect more pro-

on the market situation and how production figures develop, the cor-

sense for the right balance in its quest for growth. f

40 country organizations—alone to configure and maintain the

ductively on their own actions and to eliminate drawn-out rou-

equipment at dialysis clinics, reports FMC department manager

tines. It also puts them in a position to train others in projects

Marco Gräfe. The technical operations department—which is

that optimize technical processes, thus establishing some-

responsible for all of the services that customers need to op-

thing like a sustainable “culture of improvement” throughout

erate their systems—performed more than 450,000 service

the entire team.

Fresenius

As soon as production finishes, maintenance kicks in. Fresenius

“Doubling the production volume
by 2020 is an ambitious target.
We are now in a superb position
to do so, and know exactly where
we have to act in order to keep
costs under control.”
Rolf Näder is COO at Fresenius Medical Care in Schweinfurt.
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jobs on dialysis machines in 2014 alone.
The training campaign is also backed by solid figures. FMC could
The cost pressures exerted on Fresenius Medical Care by health

succeed in cutting as much as 30 percent of the time needed

care systems worldwide can be felt in this part of the company

before a new dialysis system can start operation by the user, as

as well. As such, managers at the technical operations depart-

significant means of speeding up the process have been iden-

ment face the same challenges as their counterparts in devel-

tified. Time needed by the user in other areas—such as pro-

opment and production. As Gräfe observes, “We need greater

cessing ultra-pure dialysis water—has even been reduced by

efficiency at lower cost.”

50 percent. “We’re already seeing signs that the revenue from

To identify potential savings, FMC commissioned experts from

sulting,” says Gräfe. His conclusion: training for management

the Porsche Consulting Academy to train 24 FMC managers us-

personnel does not have to be a cost factor. f

improved processes clearly exceeds the expenditures for con-
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Christian Diemer (right) talks with

The more than 2,000 employees of the Heitkamp & Thumann Group have embarked

Porsche consultant Baris Göncü. The
CEO of the Heitkamp & Thumann Group

together upon a journey. Their destination is perfection.

needs just one word to describe his
business aim: perfection.

T

he Heitkamp & Thumann Group (H&T) might be summa-

the principles that are assisting the H&T Group on its journey to perfec-

rized in just a few words as follows: 18 production sites

tion. They are for example standards, synchronization, and employee

in nine countries and a corporate culture that promotes

development. In order for these principles to yield their full effects, they

the independence of each site and involvement by the

were combined with factors for success such as a uniform process vi-

Group’s more than 2,000 employees. Headquartered in

sion, an efficient CIP-organization as well as transparency regarding the

Düsseldorf, the Group leads the market producing more

change. “You can only set off on this journey together,” explains Chris-

than eight billion battery cans worldwide a year. Its two other divisions,

tian Diemer, “and that is also why it’s important for all the employees

which also operate internationally, produce aerosol cans and other com-

to remain enthusiastically on board.” The importance and success as-

ponents primarily for the pharmaceutical industry, as well as sophisti-

sociated with employee involvement can also be seen by the fact that

cated automotive components and assemblies.

one of the four categories in the system of key performance indicators

The global battery market is dominated by a small number of large

voted entirely to the employees.

introduced to measure the success of the excellence program is decorporations that source these cans. Heitkamp & Thumann has been
extraordinarily successful in this context, as shown by its continuous

“Perfection is an aim that you can never entirely reach,” says Baris Göncü,

growth. In so doing, the company is striving for operational excellence:

Senior Project Manager at Porsche Consulting. “But you can approach it

all of its factories and divisions are lean, efficient, and secure for the

by working continuously on yourself.” This vision has been brought home

future.

to the employees at all the sites. Workshops attended by representatives

The decision to embark upon this path was made several years ago.

the first milestones of the journey. Christian Diemer offers the follow-

Christian Diemer, CEO and General Partner of the H&T Group, reports:

ing example: “At one site with battery can production we improved our

“From 2008 to 2012 we worked together with a management consulting

synchronization of the successive deep drawing and cleaning process

company and put a continuous improvement program (CIP) into place.

steps, which enabled us to reduce the inventory between these steps

And indeed we had some positive results. But we were lacking an over-

by nearly 300,000 euros.”

of all levels of the hierarchy have yielded tangible results and represent

all approach, and a vision. So we looked for a partner that also has an
eye on the big picture.”

Results from another production site are even more impressive. “Initial
considerations called for the construction of two new halls,” reports

Heitkamp & Thumann
The manufacturer of precision components
RELIES ON synchronization

   Gerald Scheffels
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Baris Göncü. “Together we reviewed the plan with the result that one

based on an extensive analysis, its experts developed a comprehen-

hall was sufficient. The production process was optimized, and there

sive lean management concept that is founded on six principles and

is now additional space available.” Successes of this type function like

targets the vision of “Driving to Perfection.” A bus serves to symbolize

fuel for the journey to perfection.

f

The Heitkamp & Thumann Group
produces more than eight billion
battery cans a year, which makes it
Jörg Eberl, Oli Bellendir

Driving
to perfection

Porsche Consulting was given this opportunity. Together with H&T and

the worldwide market leader.
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mArcuS BAur, ceo oF The BocAr Group,
relieS on The poWer oF

VIRTUES
The father left Germany in the 1960s for Mexico, where
he founded the Bocar company. Today the son
successfully leads a group of companies—while adhering
to the standards of the founder. Typical German virtues
such as cleanliness, order, and discipline, says Marcus
Baur, are “half the battle” for him as well.

MarEN EITEL

chrISToPh BaUEr

marcus Baur, ceo of the
Bocar Group, eye-to-eye
with the “Beetle” at the
porsche museum in StuttgartZuﬀenhausen. Ferdinand
porsche was responsible
for the development of the
Volkswagen type 1. starting
in the late 1960s Bocar
supplied a carburetor for
the “Mexico Beetle.”
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“When NAFTA went into effect,
only a few companies in Mexico were
prepared for international
competition in terms of their product
quality and processing expertise.”
Marcus Bauer, CEO of the Bocar Group

S

premium on having a solid financial foundation. As an owner-run com

and less complicated ways than elsewhere. Optimization measures are

pany, we can also take a more long-term view than many of our com

sometimes applied literally overnight. “One virtue that we’re still working

petitors.” That always pays off in the end.
Decisions based on long-term considerations require a special foun

German influence is part of this Mexican company’s success story. As a

regressing. This enables us to ensure our success over the long term.”

dation, however. In contrast to Germany—where contracts are the
measure of all things—in Mexico this position is held by trust. That ap

Mexico’s automobile market is expected to undergo above-average

plies also and especially to cooperation with the experts from Porsche

growth over the coming years. Marcus Baur is prepared for this and

Consulting, who put their first project with Bocar into practice ten years

seeks to remain a step ahead of his competitors in the future as well.

ago. “Trust is a very important factor,” says Baur. “The Porsche consul

Over the medium term he is thinking of internationalizing Bocar’s pro

tants earned the trust and acceptance of our employees. They continue

duction in order to build up a presence outside the NAFTA region. The

to be external consultants, but people with an outside perspective can

first factory outside Mexico is expected to be opened within five years

often see and achieve more than those inside. Yet at the same time

and to operate on the same principles as those in the home market.

they are completely accepted, which is a major element in success.”
panish or German? We leave the choice of language to

on is sustainability,” says Baur. “Porsche Consulting does regular audits
to ensure that we continue to advance instead of standing still or even

The company will still maintain its connections to Germany, however.
“Especially in product and processing expertise we will continue to watch

the man from Mexico when we meet for a conversation

young man Marcus went to his father’s home town of Esslingen to study

The Porsche consultants have been active continuously since 2008 in

Germany and develop additional resources at our administrative and

at the Christophorus restaurant in Stuttgart’s Porsche

mechanical engineering. Now 48 years old, he says that “without having

a number of different areas of the company. This comprehensive level

development office near Stuttgart,” says Baur. This German-Mexican

spent that time in Germany I probably would not be able to lead our com

of cooperation has made it possible to have an unusually systematic ef

success story will go on—and on and on. Like the black Volkswagen

pany the way I do now. Some of our key suppliers are located in Germany,

fect on the company. Optimization has been implemented step by step

Beetle that Baur discovers in the Museum’s exhibition. Bocar today can

Although I grew up in Mexico, I often think in German—

and we derive some of our processing expertise from lively exchanges

“from the inside to the outside,” i.e. from the core—production—to other

no longer be compared with the father’s company, which made carbu

when I count, for instance.” Marcus Baur, CEO of Bocar, a group of Mexi

with these companies.” Bocar has uncompromising standards of quality

areas up to and including strategic decisions. A production system spe

retors. Yet it has remained true to its core. f

can companies in the automotive supply industry, commutes between

for the precision production of its aluminum and plastic components, be

cially tailored for Bocar institutionalizes the company’s basic values

worlds. In 1967 his father Friedrich (“Frederico”) Baur, who had emi

cause even tiny deviations from defined process parameters or in tool

today by means of concrete tools and processes. Uniform production pro-

grated to Mexico from the southern German city of Esslingen, founded

contours can lead to fatal errors such as air entry or surface irregulari

cesses at all of the automotive supply plants ensure maximum efficiency.

the company to make carburetors and water pumps.

ties. Bocar obtains most of the molds for its die casting, mold casting,

Modern product management also relieves the load on the engineers

and injection molding from specialists in Germany. “We also have German

and gives them the freedom to concentrate on the products, which are

One of the first Bocar products was a carburetor for the “Mexico Beetle,”

employees in technical areas, such as specialists in casting, processing,

regularly checked and optimized in terms of cost. In the meantime, the

a version of the Volkswagen Type 1 that was made in Puebla by Volks

and assembly. With German expertise and Mexican dedication, we do pro

consultants have also turned their attention to support areas such as

wagen de México from 1967 to 2003. Today the Bocar Group makes

duction work on the highest international level here in Mexico.”

purchasing and sales. For its Strategy 2022, the company worked to

high-grade precision components and complex aluminum and plastic

gether with the Porsche consultants to specify three goals each in 2012

assemblies for automotive applications at ten plants in Mexico. In addi

But Bocar not only draws its expertise from Germany. It also develops

for the areas of customers, quality, and employees. “These long-term

tion to other casting processes, Bocar also specializes in die casting,

it within its own company. “We introduced a training program more

goals have remained the same, and each year we use them to derive

which it uses to make products such as structural components for car

than 40 years ago based on the German system,” Baur notes. Each

around 15 specific projects that support short- as well as long-term

bodies. It further processes these and many other different compo

factory has its own apprenticeship workshop, and 170 apprentices are

goals,” says Baur. True to the principle of helping people to help them

nents on high-precision multi-axle CNC systems. Its customers include

currently being trained to become mechanics, tool makers, and casting

selves, Bocar has set up a project management office directed by its

leading car makers such as Volkswagen, Audi, Daimler, BMW, Toyota,

technicians. Most of them remain at the company. In addition, since its

own employees that works constantly to achieve those strategic goals.

Nissan, Ford, Chrysler, and General Motors, as well as major suppliers

inception the company has been marked by a trio of virtues typically

such as Bosch, Continental, and Valeo.

Bocar

Museum. “I’m happy to speak German,” he says. “I speak
German with my parents and Spanish with my siblings.

considered German—cleanliness, order, and discipline—which are also

“The Porsche advisors have come to know our company so well that

anchored in the company philosophy. These three virtues are respon

they can provide very extensive, nearly holistic, consulting,” says Baur.

Marcus Baur explains why the family-run company is so well established.

sible for half the company’s success, according to Baur. As he puts it,

In particular, the company’s management team has developed over the

“When the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) went into

“If you don’t have to spend time dealing with these things you can turn

years to internalize the approach of operational excellence. “We are a

effect in 1994 for the USA, Canada, and Mexico, only a few companies

your attention to the really difficult tasks.”

Mexican company, but we use German standards. Porsche Consulting

in Mexico were prepared for international competition in terms of their

is helping us to compete in this league.”

product quality and processing expertise. At the time, we benefited

Thus Bocar combines the best of two worlds. According to Baur, the

from our German influence, which also helped us to grow strongly over

value system of this Latin American country fits in well with that of the

The average age of the population in Mexico is below 30, and many

the next twenty years.” Bocar continues to model its entrepreneurial

family-run company. “Our long-term employees see the company almost

young people work at the Bocar factories. “The people here are very

Bocar uses a highly complex pressurized molding process to make aluminum

approach and actions on German examples. “Every one of our factories

as part of their family, and are very loyal,” he says. That means a high

enthusiastic and show a high level of dedication,” says Oliver Kayser, a

structural components such as these shock absorber consoles. Material

would be equally at home here in Zuffenhausen,” he remarks on gazing

level of responsibility from the company side as well. “We tend to be

partner at Porsche Consulting who has worked with Bocar from the very

properties such as load resistance and elasticity are modified by thermal

out the window at the buildings on the Porsche site.

conservative when it comes to investments, for example, and place a

start. This means that many things can be put into practice in faster

processes to meet customer-specific requirements.
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Geze CEO Brigitte Vöster-Alber (71) and her son

Our factory
runs itself
Is it possible to become quicker and more flexible once you pass the 150-year mark?
Geze, a family-run company rich in tradition, is demonstrating precisely that. To remain a
world leader, this manufacturer of building technologies has to be ready to deliver at lightning
speed—and thanks to a restructuring project needs no high inventory levels to do so.

   Peter Weidenhammer  
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Olaf Hermann

Marc Alber (36) can lean back and relax:
their employees have production under control,
thanks to key performance indicators.

T

here’s never any shortage of ideas. “We are constantly

portfolio were the ski bindings, in 1985. The market had made a major

expanding our field of business,” says Brigitte Vöster-

shift toward ski rentals, and the company’s business in this area was

Alber, CEO of GEZE GmbH, a leading supplier of auto-

no longer profitable.

matic door systems and building technology. “Always in
motion—this was also the slogan at our recent anniver-

Today, products from Geze ensure security and comfort in major pieces

sary celebration in 2013.” At 71 years of age, the head

of architecture throughout the world. As the world’s leading premium

of this 2,600-employee company in the Swabian town of Leonberg near

supplier of building systems, the company has been instrumental in

Stuttgart leads the way here as well. According to her son Marc, she

“smart buildings made in Germany” such as the Acropolis Museum in

used to ski “like a demon.” Moreover, she continues to follow the latest

Athens, the Ferrari World theme park in Abu Dhabi, and famous cruise

technological trends, and is constantly considering how they might be

ships such as the brand-new Quantum of the Seas, which was built in

used for Geze.

2014 for the Royal Caribbean cruise line at the Meyer Werft shipyard in

And this works superbly. Geze is a long-standing company that can look

through a door with components from this Swabian company at least

back at 150 years of successful history. It all started with construc-

once a day—and not only in Europe—for Geze has long since become a

tion fittings. Because products of this type are sold primarily when

world brand. Thirty subsidiaries in 110 countries represent the interests

the weather is good enough for building, the company soon started

of this international market leader in innovation and design. Among other

northern Germany. In short, there is a very high probability of walking

selling ski bindings in winter. The construction fittings turned into door

honors, the company received a Best Design Brand award in 2014/15

systems of all types, and the only things that Geze removed from its

and a Top Innovator award in 2014.

p
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This entrepreneurial family’s wealth of ideas is not limited to its Swabian
inventive spirit, of course. The principle of constant innovation extends
throughout all levels of the company structure. “When you have such
a long-standing history of production like we do,” says Vöster-Alber,
“you reach a point when you tell yourself it can surely be done better
and more efficiently these days.” It made sense to work together with
Porsche Consulting—not only on account of geographical proximity but
also and especially based on the positive experience of a joint project
about ten years earlier.
It was important to the family to bring in external expertise. “We could
no longer see the wood for the trees,” says Alber, who as Executive
Assistant played a major role in guiding the restructuring of the company. Both mother and son view the combination of ownership and
management as a crucial advantage. “You can achieve real sustainability with a company that is family-owned and run,” says Vöster-Alber.
“We’re not dependent on quarterly reports and we’re not dependent on

Expert teams with members from different levels of

investors just waiting for their dividends, so we can take a truly long-

the company hierarchy control the processes using

term approach. And at the end of the day we can say that the money

key performance indicators updated on a daily basis.

stays in the company.”
The family places a priority on precisely this long-term perspective. The

the restructuring project. As Alber sums it up, “It generated an incred-

restructuring project was not designed to show immediate results but

ible dynamic. The employees are more motivated and committed be-

rather to work on an enduring basis. Working together with the expert

cause they no longer run up against any obstacles. We are now in a po-

team for production management and factory operation, a site develop-

sition to grow without having to hire large numbers of new employees.”

ment program was drawn up with six stages of implementation, which
combined the introduction of lean production with process-oriented

Production times have been considerably shortened with the help of

organizational development. In addition to reducing production costs, it

auxiliary measures. For example, machines were adjusted to be mutu-

was intended above all to improve delivery performance.

ally compatible and sequentially aligned. The processes became more
stable, and down times were reduced. This adjustment process had no

A fundamental component of the new production strategy is flexibility.

negative effects on delivery performance. On the contrary, “it is now

At Geze, flexibility is based on a special model. The production facility

considerably higher,” says Vöster-Alber. With the new approach, pro-

at the company headquarters in Leonberg takes the form of a factory

ductivity has increased by 15 percent, and production backlogs have

that largely runs itself. To achieve this, the classic company hierarchy

been significantly reduced. As Alber adds, “One of the key performance

was split up and responsibility was delegated downwards. Under the

indicators tracks the backlog in hours for customer orders. When we

direction of specially trained master craftspeople, centers of exper-

started we were at 2,000. Now we’re all the way down to 200.”

tise were formed that are self-organizing and self-monitoring, and can
therefore make their own decisions. This performance management

The long-term success of the restructuring project is monitored by the

approach uses key performance indicators to link the aims of the pro-

GVP team, which stands for “Geze Improvement Process” in German.

duction strategy to the steps taken by a control system that is updated

Formed together with Porsche Consulting, this team trains all employ-

on a daily basis. Deviations are displayed in immediate and transparent

ees throughout the company—including internationally—on a weekly

form. That enables employees at all levels to contribute actively on their

basis. The goal is to extend the ideal of operational excellence to every

own initiative to the company’s success at all times.

corner of Geze, not only in production but also in administration. “And
that is working very well,” remarks Vöster-Alber.

Because the centers of expertise are autonomous, they can also do
things like plan the schedules for their members. The production system

And then the senior partner’s eyes shine as she starts to talk about

for a portfolio that leads to around 20,000 different items will always

the next ideas again, such as having all Geze products, from security

have peak periods and low periods on individual assembly lines. Self-

checkpoints to fire protection, interlinked in an overall building manage-

organization enables—and expects—employees to be flexible above

ment system. “We’re already very far along,” she says, “but part of it

and beyond their own teams. The system essentially subcontracts jobs

will still require some effort.” The aims are specified in the company’s

within the same company. However, this only works if the employees

confidential strategy plan for 2020. With a smile, Vöster-Alber reveals

are qualified to do multiple jobs. This too was a crucial component of

only the key element: “Always in motion.”
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It’s nice to see
great ideas gain ground.

20

Years

1
4

3
7
2
5

of Porsche Consulting

6

Clients from around the world gathered in Stuttgart
for the anniversary celebration

1 Welcome: Karin and Dr. Gerhard Rübling (Trumpf) with Porsche Consulting heads Eberhard Weiblen and Dr. Wolfgang Lindheim
(from left) and Dr. Renate Lindheim 2 Thomas Edig, Deputy Chairman of the Porsche AG Executive Board and Member of the
Executive Board—Human Resources, and his wife Sigrun 3 Private bankers: Sylvia and Friedrich von Metzler 4 Rosely Schweizer
and her husband Dr. Folkart Schweizer (Louis Schweizer) 5 President of the Porsche AG Executive Board Matthias Müller (left) with
Eberhard Weiblen 6 Lady Alexandra von Rehlingen with jewelers Georg and Claudia Wellendorff (from left) 7 Richard E. and
Elisabeth Geitner (C. & E. Fein)

P

orsche Consulting heads Eberhard

long-distance bus king Hugo Fleck and his wife

Weiblen and Dr. Wolfgang Lindheim

would have liked to take the car straight out for

needed a good hour to welcome all

a spin. Andrea Illy (illycaffè) arrived in Stuttgart

of the 250 well-wishers who had

from Italy just in time for dinner. Over beef filet

traveled to Stuttgart’s Porsche

and leaf spinach he talked with Matthias Müller,

Museum to celebrate the 20th anniversary of

Chairman of the Porsche AG Executive Board—

the management consulting company. Many of

about strong coffee and strong sports cars.

them had used the previous afternoon before

The entrepreneurial couple Susanne and Werner

the gala dinner to take a look inside the most

Michael Bahlsen arrived from Hanover, where

exclusive part of the Porsche factory in Zuffen-

they had been making plans for the 125th

hausen—the “Manufaktur”—where the 918

anniversary of their cookie empire. Porsche

Spyder super sports car is made by hand. Garry

Consulting is not quite that far along, but given

Copeland (British Airways) enjoyed a detailed

the presence of so many renowned clients, it’s

explanation of the hybrid drive, and Brazil’s

only a matter of time… f
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8
17

19
10
9

18

20

11

21
23

12

24
22

25

26

27

13

28

14

29

32
31

15
16
8 Destination: Porsche 911 Targa in front of the Porsche Museum 9 White fleet: Panameras
provide shuttle service for the guests 10 From Italy: Tecnica managing director Alberto Zanatta

30

with Elena Corrà; Dr. Josef Nierling (Porsche Consulting, Milan), and Enrico Aureli (Aetna Group),
from left 11 Friends from Brazil: Bus entrepreneur Hugo Fleck (Ouro e Prata) with Rüdiger
Leutz (Porsche Consulting, São Paulo), from left 12 Advance program: Tour of the “Manufaktur,”

17 Nicole and Markus Limberger (Leica)—with a Leica M camera 18 Simone and Stefan Schöllhammer (Klafs Sauna) 19 Dr. Dirk Prust (Index) with Eberhard Weiblen

where the Porsche 918 Spyder is made 13 Technology first-hand: Hugo Fleck and his wife Lenira

20 Philipp von Hagen (Board Member, Porsche SE) with his wife Britta 21 Eberhard Weiblen in an interview with TV host Kay-Sölve Richter (ZDF) 22 Stefan

with Rüdiger Leutz and a 918 Spyder 14 Garry Copeland (British Airways, left) is interested not

Zimmermann (Caterpillar Energy Solutions) mit Dagmar Zschocke 23 Dr. Jürgen Diegruber (Partners Group) and Dr. Eberhard Schöbitz (Endurance Capital) 24 Alfred

only in airplanes; a factory director shows him Porsche production processes 15 Power of

and Bettina Schopf 25 Bernhard Maier, Member of the Porsche AG Executive Board—Sales and Marketing, with Eberhard Weiblen 26 Malte Radmann (Porsche

attraction: The 918 Spyder delights guests 16 Christian Diemer, CEO of Heitkamp & Thumann

Engineering) and his wife Renata 27 Architect Michael Wurzel, Foster + Partners, London 28 Civil engineers: Strabag AG board member Jörg Eschenbach and rail
expert Hany Azer 29 Brewery director Peter Liebert, his wife Ursula, and Stephan Lechel (Porsche Consulting), from left. The trio indulged in Erdinger wheat beer
30 Dr. Matthias Römer (Klingele Papierwerke) and his wife Karin 31 LED lamp maker Dietrich F. Brennenstuhl (Nimbus) with Christine Bentz 32 Roland Heiler
(Porsche Design) and his wife Gudrun

52

53

44 Guests enjoyed Porsche’s own culinary services 45 Ladies’ choice: Which cocktail would you like? 46 Porsche subsidiary executive board directors:

33

Eberhard Weiblen and Dr. Ralf Hofmann, CEO of IT consulting company Mieschke Hofmann und Partner (MHP), with Annett Hofmann 47 Prinoth President
Dr. Werner Amort and Carmen Vorhauser 48 Singer Ilhem Khodja and her band performed in the lounge 49 Marc Alber (Geze) and his wife Nadine 50 Focus
on Italy: Porsche CEO Matthias Müller with Alberto Bombassei, CEO and President of the Brembo automotive supply company, Matteo Tiraboschi (Executive

34

Vice President, Brembo), and illycaffè CEO Andrea Illy (from left) 51 Friends of flying: Red Bull Air Race pilot Matthias Dolderer and his wife Katharina congratulate Eberhard Weiblen 52 Museum tour by night: Werner Michael and Susanne Bahlsen (Bahlsen) entirely alone. They counted the Porsche trophies 53 Garry
Copeland (British Airways) was given a tour of the museum by aviation expert Claus Lintz (Porsche Consulting, right) 54 Georg Kniese (SAP, on the right) and
Dr. Jörg Weymann would happily have driven home in a racing car 55 In fine form, despite the late hour: Susen Sadrina and Dr. Louis Schneider (Schneider Form)
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48

40
39
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47

51

43
50

49

53

41

42

33 Rosely and Dr. Folkart Schweizer (Louis Schweizer) are interviewed by TV host Kay-Sölve Richter 34 Hors d’oeuvres: Pikeperch
and giant prawns 35 Martin and Sabine Kühl (Herma) 36 Alexander Dahm (Airbus, center), Dr. Joachim Lamla (Porsche Leipzig),

52

and Joachim Kirsch (Porsche Consulting, right) 37 Rüdiger Leutz, Managing Director of Porsche Consulting in São Paulo, sings the
anniversary song: “One” by U2—but with new lyrics 38 Dr. Michael Macht and Eberhard Weiblen 39 Strong nerves: Japanese artist
Miyoko Shida Rigolo required absolute silence for her “Sanddorn Balance” 40 Isolde and Gerhard Waldmann (Waldmann Group)
41 Bentley and Bugatti CEO Wolfgang Dürheimer 42 Lufthansa Technik Executive Board Member Dr. Thomas Stüger and his wife
Diana 43 Good atmosphere at the tables of nine

54

55

54

Jörg Eberl, Friedrich Klawiter, Franziska Krug, Marco Prosch

38
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Coming in for a smooth landing at Atlanta International Airport:
New U.S. headquarters for Porsche

Where the Porsche
brand flies high
   Katja Ridderbusch  

Jeff Roffman

to the smallest detail, there’s nothing cookie

sitting areas invite employees to meet on a more

in the U.S. and in Germany knew at all times

cutter about this project,” he says. Most com-

spontaneous and informal basis— a style not

exactly what was going on,” he says.

mercial headquarter buildings in the U.S. tend

necessarily ingrained in traditional American

to be constructed in a straightforward man-

corporate culture.

Project Manager Barcham agrees. With most

the other, says Barcham. After all, corporate

There are a number of other advantages

supervised so far, he observed that the client’s

headquarters typically have just one func-

for Porsche Consulting. “Here, our clients

senior management had often been somewhat

tion: administration. “Unlike most other cor-

clearly perceive us consultants as part of the

detached from the project, and tended to del-

porate headquarters, One Porsche Drive is a

Porsche brand,” says Firchau. Also, Porsche

egate the majority of decisions. This simply

multi-functional complex,” he points out. All of

Consulting can now expand its portfolio in

is not the case at Porsche. “Porsche was

Porsche’s North American business units are

the U.S. and offer workshops at the Porsche

completely different,” says Barcham, add-

consolidated under one roof. At One Porsche

Consulting Academy. By mirroring company-

ing that the company’s leadership team had

ner: rectangular boxes, one floor built like

corporate construction projects that he had

Drive in Atlanta, Porsche offers training for

specific situations, the workshops train clients

been involved in every decision, every step

technicians, sales associates, service advi-

on how to enhance their business processes.

of the process. “That’s why communication

sors and parts managers, as well as after-

“The building enables participants of Porsche

is so critical, and I mean both upstream and

sales experts. At the heart of the complex

Consulting Academy events to experience the

downstream.”

is the Porsche Experience Center, with a

Porsche brand at close range,” says Firchau.

gourmet restaurant open to the public, and a

“In the U.S., we can now show first-hand what

Porsche museum with vintage cars from vari-

we previously could only describe in an ab-

ous decades.

stract way.”

And then there is the famed test track adjacent

In numbers alone, One Porsche Drive is a mas-

to the building. On this 1.6-mile course, visi-

sive project. 3,000 trucks of concrete; 25,000

tors can drive different Porsche models under

dump trucks of dirt; 500 tons of steel and over

a great variety of conditions. The track was

600,000 total man-hours are the parameters

designed by German architect Hermann Tilke,

of the construction process for the entire com-

who also provided the concepts for several

plex. Looking at the facility today, it’s hard to

Formula One courses, including Austin, Texas,

believe that in May of 2010 the project started

and Abu Dhabi.

with a single flip chart and three words: Brand.

f

Product. People. “When planning One Porsche

D

The Atlanta test track has six driving modules.

Drive, we operated according to the classic de-

In addition to the actual circuit, there is also a

sign principle of ‘form follows function,’” von

dynamics area where the driver can acceler-

Platen says. “That’s typical Porsche.”

ate to high speeds on a smooth skid pad, as
elta Airlines flight 117, arriving

One Porsche Drive. The address is also the name

the building has to offer. “One Porsche Drive

well as a low-friction skid pad for figure eights.

Therefore, the project did not begin with a blue-

from Stuttgart, Germany. As the

of Porsche North America’s new corporate

emphasizes our commitment to the American

One of the modules can be flushed with water

print of the building, a suggestion for certain

plane approaches Hartsfield-

headquarters. Even the interstate exit is named

market, which is the world’s largest market

to test driving conditions when roads are wet.

materials, or a choice of color. Instead, it be-

Jackson Atlanta International

after the sports car brand. It’s a 27.7-acre

for Porsche,” says von Platen. The new head-

Then there’s a kick plate that causes the rear

gan with a specification sheet: the require-

Airport around 3 p.m., ready to

complex with space to expand. The facility will

quarters intends to reflect that role. “Further-

of the vehicle to skid; and finally, an off-road

ments that Porsche had for the complex. “One

touch down on runway 26 R at the north com-

house 400 employees, including Porsche Con-

more,” von Platen adds, “we want to make

course featuring ditches and extreme gradi-

of the guiding principles at Porsche Consulting

plex, the passengers sitting on the right side

sulting’s U.S. team. Five years have passed

the Porsche brand more tangible, bring it to

ents. And in an unusual twist, the test track is

is that we strive for operational excellence,”

of the plane are in for a memorable sight.

between the first planning session and the

life, make it an experience.” It wasn’t enough

connected to the building via a loop that leads

says Firchau, adding that everyone involved in

Their eyes are drawn to an imposing white

official opening in May of 2015.

to show the cars on glossy paper or in flashy

through the courtyard of One Porsche Drive.

the project had gone by this idea—from the

video clips, he says. “You have to be able to

arch-shaped building surrounded by a field

feel them, hear them, and smell them.”

first planning stages to the design phase, the
Experience is the dominant theme within the

procurement and financing to the construc-

building as well. “One Porsche Drive reflects

tion itself. “We were extremely well prepared

Making the Porsche brand an experience—not

Porsche’s corporate culture,” says Firchau,

every step of the way,” he says. “Preparation

Porsche Drive: Detlev von Platen (center) of Porsche

only for the employees, but also for custom-

which includes functionality, transparency,

is 90 percent of success: that’s our mantra at

Cars North America and Dr. Norman Firchau (left)

of meticulously manicured lawn, in which a

The paint had not yet dried when Norman

winding track made of smooth, dark asphalt

Firchau met with Detlev von Platen, President

lies embedded. Large letters, white on red,

and CEO of Porsche Cars North America, and

proclaim: “Porsche.” “The spectacular view

Daniel Barcham of Mace, the project man-

out of the airplane window on One Porsche

agement company, in the lobby. The three

ers and visitors, is the guiding principle behind

clarity, and efficiency. The workspaces are open,

Porsche Consulting.” He also points out that

of Porsche Consulting. Building construction was

Drive is something I’ll never take for granted,”

men were deeply involved in the story of One

the building. It’s what makes the entire com-

their design intended to stimulate constant ex-

constant synchronization and transparency be-

supported by Daniel Barcham of Mace, the U.S.

says Dr. Norman Firchau, President and CEO

Porsche Drive. They know about the chal-

plex so unique, according to Project Manager

change and communication. Office and meet-

tween all parties involved had been of para-

project developer. In the foreground, you can see

of Porsche Consulting, Inc.

lenges they had to overcome, and the qualities

Barcham. “From the concept to the design

ing room walls are made of glass. Island-like

mount importance. “The key people at Porsche

the model of One Porsche Drive’s on-site test track.
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“Landlords” at the new U.S. headquarters One
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